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How much do you pay for cellular data plan? 
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LPWAN: why it is expensive

”LP WAN data plans are expensive!”

LP: Low Power 
consumption means 
low transmit  power 

over narrow spectrum

WAN: Wide Area 
Network mean high 

link loss due to range 
or obstacles

Slow: typically less 
than 100kbps 

through in real-
world scenarios
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LPWAN: an overview
Licensed spectrum: 
- 5G eMTC
- NB-IoT
Unlicensed spectrum: 
- LoRaWAN
- Sigfox
Not actually low power but widely used 
(due to historical reason): 
- GPRS

Very little bandwidth (1kbps ~ 100kbps in real-world scenario)! 
Even fewer for each of the devices.

Ghena, Branden, et al. "Challenge: Unlicensed LPWANs Are Not Yet the Path to Ubiquitous Connectivity." The 25th Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking. 2019.
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LPWAN-based computer vision applications

Computer vision could enable a wide range of applications:
- Smart cities
- Precision agriculture
- Wilderness monitoring
- Tasks that requires routine human checking
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Compress images for LPWAN
Benefit of image compression
- 0.92MBytes raw for VGA 

(640*480) RGB image à cost 
$0.36!

- Could be compressed into 
3.8kBytes if we use 0.1bit to 
describe each pixel (0.1 BPP) 
à cost $0.0015

Rippel, Oren, and Lubomir Bourdev. "Real-time adaptive image compression." Proceedings of the 34th International Conference on Machine Learning-Volume 70. JMLR. org, 2017.

Compression methods:
- Traditional: JPEG, JPEG2000, 

WebP, BPG
- Recent: DNN with CNN, 

LSTM/GRU, autoencoder 
(better performance)
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DNN-based Image Compression

Rippel, Oren, and Lubomir Bourdev. "Real-time adaptive image compression." Proceedings of the 34th International Conference on Machine Learning-Volume 70. JMLR. org, 2017.

DNN-based image compression (WaveOne) performs best:
- Higher MS-SSIM (Multi-scale Structural Similarity) over the entire range
- 3 times smaller than JPEG
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Landscape of AI Hardware

Datacenter/Desktop
~100W, ~100T Ops 

Edge
~5W, ~5T Ops

Embedded, low cost
~0.2W, ~0.2T Ops 

Faster, more power Slower, less power

https://github.com/basicmi/AI-Chip 9
Focus of this talk 



DNN for compression on AIoT device
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Target AIoT device
- Low cost: ~$3 for the chip, ~$8 for the module
- Low power: 200mW @ full speed
- (Relatively) powerful CPU: RISC-V 400MHz
- (Relatively) powerful NN accelerator: 230GOps INT8
- (Relatively) large RAM: 2MBytes for NN accelerator

RISC-V 
+ KPU

ESP
8266 
WiFi

Flash 
Storage

Power 
Mgmt.

Requirements for designing compression DNN:
- INT8 quantization
- Squeeze into 2MB (per layer)
- Runs fast on embedded device (not GPUs in 

previous work)



AIoT compression DNN design
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AIoT compression DNN result
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AIoT compression:
- PyTorch implementation, int8 

quantization using Brevitas

from Xilinx

- Train on Coco dataset, test 
on Kodak 

- Better than JPEG

Best DNN

BPG

JPEG

JPEG2000
WebP

AIoT DNN
Not the best result but 

a good starting point. 

(We’re still working on 

improve the DNN 

design.)



Progressive update with feedback
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Empirical calculation shows 
40% bandwidth saving.



Capture prior information
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Images coming from each device may be 
similar across time
- Fixed-location, time-lapse camera
- Moving camera but location constrained

Conventional 
compression

are limited to 
capture 

advancement 
frame information 

AIoT compression 
encodes long time-
horizon, past prior 

information into NN and 
refine current image 

Estimated 20%~30% bandwidth 
saving according to [1].

[1]Hu, Pan, Rakesh Misra, and Sachin Katti. "Dejavu: Enhancing Videoconferencing with Prior Knowledge." Proceedings of the 20th International Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Applications. 2019.

Outdoor  cam Indoor robot 



Conclusion and discussion
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Conclusion:
- Image compression is important for AIoT over LPWAN applications in terms of cost and 

network capacity.
- AIoT brings new challenges and opportunities for compression

- Challenges: AIoT devices are extremely resource constrained
- Opportunity: LPWAN is bi-directional that supports progressive update
- Opportunity: AIoT devices send similar images

- Our AIoT compression framework could save 2 to 3 times in terms of bandwidth 
compared with JPEG combining carefully design and quantize DNN, close-loop progressive 
update and harvest similarities across images.

Thanks!


